] in non equilibrium ab initio molecular dynamics (NE-AIMD) and propose a simple efficient approach for the estimation of monovacancy jump rates in crystalline solids at temperatures well below melting. Color-diffusion applied to monovacancy migration entails that one lattice atom (colored atom) is accelerated toward the neighboring defect site by an external constant force F. Considering bcc molybdenum between 1000 and 2800 K as a model system, NE-AIMD results show that the colored-atom jump rate k NE increases exponentially with the force intensity F, up to F values far beyond the linear-fitting regime employed previously. Using a simple model, we derive an analytical expression which reproduces the observed k NE (F ) dependence on F. Equilibrium rates extrapolated by NE-AIMD results are in excellent agreement with those of unconstrained dynamics. The gain in computational efficiency achieved with our approach increases rapidly with decreasing temperatures and reaches a factor of 4 orders of magnitude at the lowest temperature considered in the present study.
I. INTRODUCTION
Point defects, such as lattice vacancies, affect the chemical, structural, mechanical, optical, and electronic properties of crystalline solids [1, 2] . Transition-state theory (TST) [3] , routinely used to extrapolate finite-temperature vacancy jump rates from migration energies and attempt frequencies calculated at 0 K [4] , provides reliable point-defect diffusivities for temperatures at which the lattice vibrations remain essentially harmonic [5] . However, the modifications induced by the collective atomic motion on the effective potential-energy landscape, which in turn controls atomic mobilities, become progressively more significant for increasing temperatures [6] [7] [8] . Moreover, diffusion parameters calculated at 0 K are not reliable for crystal structures which are stable at finite temperatures due to anharmonic lattice vibrations, whereas exhibit imaginary phonon frequencies at 0 K [9, 10] . This results in molecular dynamics (MD) becoming the primary computational tool for evaluating reaction rates and revealing the occurrence of nonintuitive atomistic processes at finite temperatures [11, 12] .
Accurate density-functional-based ab initio MD (AIMD) is limited, due to high computational cost, to the modeling of small systems (a few hundreds of atoms) during relatively short time frames (a few nanoseconds). Determining the rate of rare events via AIMD is a challenging task. Thus, one needs to resort to methods which can selectively accelerate a physical process of interest. The use of fictitious driving forces combined with a synthetic thermostat, which dissipates the energy increase due to external work, allows for accurately modeling a non equilibrium steady state via MD [13] . As long as the system's response to the applied constraint is linear, equilibrium (unconstrained) rates are reliably extrapolated * Corresponding author: davsan@ifm.liu.se from the results of non equilibrium MD [13, 14] . However, restricting the acceleration method to linear-fitting ranges provides satisfactory gain in computational efficiency only for studying migration processes occurring with relatively high frequencies. Although, in general, deriving an analytical expression of the non equilibrium rate dependence on the intensity of external driving forces beyond the linear jump-rate vs force trend is a complex problem [13] , in cases for which this dependence can be accurately modeled, equilibrium rates can be efficiently retrieved from nonlinear-range results.
With the color-diffusion (CD) algorithm [14, 15] , an extension of the tagged-particle method [16] , an external constant force-field F is used to speed up migration of an atomic species while coupling all other particles to an isokinetic [17] thermostat. Recently, CD has been employed in non equilibrium AIMD (NE-AIMD) investigations of Li + migration in solid LiBH 4 [14] in which equilibrium diffusion coefficients are obtained by fitting linear-range results. However, tasks as, e.g., the estimation of vacancy diffusivities in crystalline solids, remain unfeasibly time consuming for NE-AIMD restricted to the CD linear-fitting regime.
In this paper, we show that, for cases in which atomic migration takes place over a single energy barrier (assumption typically valid for point-defect diffusion in crystal lattices [18] [19] [20] [21] and adatom dynamics on surfaces [22, 23] ), equilibrium jump rates can be efficiently retrieved by fitting accelerated rates obtained within a sharply nonlinear jump rate vs force trend. To this aim, the CD algorithm is applied in NE-AIMD simulations of monovacancy jump in bcc Mo, here chosen as a model system. Numerical NE-AIMD experiments show that non equilibrium (accelerated) rates k NE follow an Arrhenius-like behavior up to intensities F far beyond the linear range. We propose an analytical description for k NE (F ) which, at the limit of vanishing F, closely approaches nonaccelerated equilibrium rate (k E ) values. The extension of the CD method to the exponential regime translates, at simulation temperatures much lower than the melting point, in computational times several orders of magnitude smaller than those required in nonaccelerated dynamics.
II. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS AND METHODS
AIMD runs are performed with VASP [24] using the projector augmented-wave method [25] and the ArmientoMattsson functional (AM05) [26] . The equations of motion are integrated at 1-fs time intervals within the canonical ensemble NVT. At each time step, the total energy is evaluated to an accuracy of 10 −5 eV/atom using a plane-wave energy cutoff of 400 eV while sampling the Brillouin zone point. The electronic thermal excitations are modeled with electronsmearing energies corresponding to k B T . In nonaccelerated simulations, prior to counting diffusion events, the lattice vibrations are allowed to stabilize for 4 ps by controlling the temperature via the Nosé-Hoover thermostat. The AM05 bcc Mo lattice parameter is only ∼0.5% smaller than the room-temperature experimental value (3.147Å). This allows us to use experimental equilibrium volumes [27, 28] for each simulation temperature. Simulation box sizes, 127 Mo atoms (n), and one vacancy (4 × 4 × 4 bcc unit cells), are sufficient to avoid point-defect self-interactions [29] . During both equilibrium and nonequilibrium simulations, vacancy jumps are identified from the variations in atomic positions (see Supplemental Material [30] ).
The melting point T melt of bcc Mo is ∼2900 K [28] . Simulation temperatures close to T melt allow us to obtain well-converged AIMD vacancy jump rates k E , defined as lattice-atom hops per time unit, which can be used to assess the accuracy of equilibrium rates k NE→E extrapolated by NE-AIMD results. k E is evaluated at temperatures of T = 1600, 1800, 2000, 2400, 2600, and 2800 K with simulation times of approximately 1.1, 0.7, 0.5, 0.1, 0.1, and 0.1 ns, respectively. Jump activation energies E a and attempt frequencies A are obtained by fitting ln[k(T)] vs 1/T using the Arrhenius
and E a values are determined as described in Ref. [12] .
Equilibrium rates calculated in this paper [k E (2800 K) = 6.14(×1.
. The linear fit of ln[k E (T )] vs 1/T yields A = 44.9(×3.0 ±1 ) × 10 13 s −1 and E a = 1.58 ± 0.25 eV, in excellent agreement with the experimental value of E a = 1.62 ± 0.27 eV [31] . All Mo jumps recorded in AIMD runs occur among nearest-neighbor lattice sites; primary diffusion mechanism in bcc metals [32] . Thus, in this paper, we consider only 111 vacancy migration (see Supplemental Material [33] ).
Color-diffusion applied to monovacancy migration in crystal lattices can be summarized as follows. Immersing a thermally equilibrated system in a constant force-field F, the force acting on atom j is c j ·F for which c j (colors) are scalars. One lattice atom, referred to as colored atom (c 1 = 1), is pushed by a force F toward the neighboring vacancy while balancing forces −F/(n − 1) act on all other atoms [c 2,...,n = −(n − 1)
−1 ]. The system temperature is controlled via rescaling all but the colored-atom velocities at each time step.
For each force-field intensity F used at a temperature T, 19 initial NE-AIMD configurations are randomly selected out of 70 equilibrated states, in turn extracted every picosecond from AIMD runs. We use f values (f = F / √ 3 is the magnitude of 100 F components) in the ranges of 0.6-1.1 eV/Å with T = 1000, 1200, and 1400 K, 0.3-1.1 eV/Å with T = 1600 and 1800 K, and 0.1-1.6 eV/Å with T = 2000 K at f intervals of 0.1 eV/Å. Each NE-AIMD simulation is terminated when a neighboring Mo atom has migrated into the vacant site or when the simulation wall-time has been reached. k NE is obtained by dividing the number (over all sample runs) of colored-atom jumps (multiplied by the number of nearest neighbors, eight, in bcc unit cells) by the total simulated time. Figure 1 shows that the accelerated Mo vacancy jump rate k NE (F ) calculated at 2000 K, normalized by the equilibrium k E (2000 K) value, follows an exponential-like dependence on F up to F ∼ = 1.8 eV/Å. NE-AIMD results at 1800 and 1600 K exhibit the same behavior. To clarify the effect of an applied force on the colored-atom jump rate, we use a simple TST-based one-dimensional model. Within the model, the zero-field effective potential-energy landscape E LS0 probed by the colored atom along a straight migration path x (see Supplemental Material [33] ) is approximated by a sinusoidal function E LS0 (x) = E a0 [−cos(πx/x TS0 ) + 1]/2. Note that equilibrium (unperturbed) model quantities are indicated by subscripts ending with 0. E LS0 (x) is characterized by two zeroenergy minima: at the colored-atom initial (x = x eq 0 = 0) and final (x = vacancy-site x vac ) equilibrium positions and one maximum of energy E a 0 at the transition state x = x TS0 , midpoint of the diffusion path (Fig. 2) .
III. RESULTS
The effect of an external force F (aligned with x) on the perturbed potential-energy profile E LS (x) seen by the colored atom is interpreted as follows. After a short transient period, E LS (x) reaches a steady-state E LS (x,F ) = E LS0 (x) − F x. For increasing intensities F, the colored-atom equilibrium Fig. 1 . The unperturbed (F = 0) potential-energy profile E LS0 along the diffusion path x is approximated by a sinusoidal curve. With increasing force intensities F, the colored-atom equilibrium position x eq and the transition-state coordinate x TS move toward each other, whereas the effective jump activation energy E a decreases monotonically. x eq 0 , x TS0 , and E a 0 are zero-field quantities. x vac indicates the vacancy position.
position x eq and the transition-state position x TS shift continuously toward each other (Fig. 2) . At the same time, the effective jump activation energy E a (F ) = E LS [x TS (F ),F ] − E LS [x eq (F ),F ] becomes progressively smaller. The jump attempt frequency, approximated within the harmonic limit as
, decreases monotonically with increasing F due to the change in x eq (F ). When F reaches the value (F max ) for which x eq and x TS meet at the sinusoidal-curve flex point, the harmonic approximation is no longer valid, and the model becomes dynamically unstable. Starting from the unperturbed E LS0 (x) sinusoidal shape, we numerically evaluate the model accelerated-rate k dependence on F, k(F ) ∝ A(F ) exp[−E a (F )] for F varying up to F max (Fig. 3) . The model k(F) vs F trends illustrated in Fig. 3 are consistent with those of NE-AIMD k NE (F ) values up to F ∼ = 0.9 F max (compare Fig. 3 with Fig. 1 ). Since the acceleration (1) and (2)].
FIG. 4. Non equilibrium jump rates ln[k NE (F,T )
] obtained as a function of F for T = 1600, 1800, and 2000 K. The inset illustrates the agreement between equilibrium rates k NE→E extrapolated by non equilibrium k NE results and equilibrium rates k E obtained by nonaccelerated AIMD. ln(k E ) is shown with corresponding error bars. The force limit used for k NE -result-fitting, as determined in our model calculations (Fig. 3) , is F ∼ = 0.75 F max .
factor k NE (F )/k E increases rapidly with F, Fig. 1 , the aim is to describe A(F ) and E a (F ) up to F close to F max .
Our analytical derivation of A(F ) and E a (F ) based on the TST model can be found in the Supplemental Material in Ref. [30] . In synthesis, fitting the model k dependence on F with
where α(T ) is a temperature-dependent parameter and k 0 is the equilibrium jump rate, reproduces the k NE (F ) trends up to F ∼ = 0.75F max (Fig. 3) . Taking the logarithm of both sides of Eq. (1) yields a polynomial y T (F ),
For fields of vanishing intensities, the slope of the parabola becomes lim F →0
. Setting x TS0 (T ) = d NN (T )/2 [for which d NN (T ), equilibrium nearest-neighbor distance at a temperature T, can be obtained, accounting for the thermal expansion by rescaling the 0 K d NN value], the unknown parameters remaining in Eq. (2) are α(T) and the quantity of practical interest, the equilibrium jump rate ln[k 0 (T )].
Let us return to ab initio simulations of vacancy migration in Mo. NE-AIMD jump rate k NE (F,T ) dependences on F plotted in Fig. 4 for T = 1600, 1800, and 2000 K, are consistent with those seen in our model calculations (Fig. 3) . The results obtained at 1000, 1200, and 1400 K exhibit the same behavior. Although the actual 0-K energy profile along the reaction coordinate deviates from sinusoidal (see Fig. 4 ). This validates our approach and lends confidence that equilibrium rates can be reliably obtained by fitting non equilibrium results at all temperatures. It is worth stressing that the acceleration factor k NE /k E achieved in our approach increases rapidly for decreasing temperatures (Fig. 4) ; restricting CD, as done in previous investigations [14, 35] , to the narrow F interval yielding a quasilinear k NE (F ) trend would provide considerably lower gain in computational efficiency (see inset in Fig. 1 ).
Extrapolated k NE→E values progressively approach equilibrium AIMD rates k E with an increasing number of k NE (f ) interpolation points within the f range 0.8-0.3 eV/Å (Fig. 5) . In fact, k NE→E obtained by fitting just three k NE (f ) points (f = 0.6, 0.7, and 0.8 eV/Å) falls within, or at least close to, AIMD uncertainty intervals. Thus, f = 0.6, 0.7, and 0.8 eV/Å is used to assess equilibrium rates at 1400, 1200, and 1000 K: k NE→E = 8.2 × 10 8 , 4.3 × 10 7 , and 1.5 × 10 6 s −1 , respectively. At these temperatures, the estimation of vacancy jump rates via nonaccelerated dynamics would require simulation times of several microseconds. However, the use of the CD algorithm within the exponential regime reduces simulation times to a total of ∼2 ns. Glensk et al. [7] , using ab initio calculations accounting for anharmonic effects, have shown that the temperature dependence of the Gibbs vacancy formation energy G f in fcc Al and Cu is accurately described by [29] , is close to the experimental value of 3.24 ± 0.09 eV [31] . [36] at all temperatures (Fig. 6 ).
IV. CONCLUSIONS
To summarize, we show that the CD algorithm, employed in NE-AIMD simulations of Mo monovacancy diffusion accelerated by force fields reaching intensities far beyond the linear k vs F regime, allows reducing computational times by several orders of magnitude. The method is validated by comparing equilibrium jump rates extrapolated from the results of accelerated dynamics with nonaccelerated AIMD jump rates. The accuracy of extrapolated equilibrium rates can be improved systematically by increasing the number of NE-AIMD interpolation points, yet maintaining considerably shorter computational times compared to those required in AIMD simulations. Our theoretical estimations of Mo vacancy diffusivities are in agreement with experimental results.
